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About This Content

Preview the Crimzon Clover Arranged Soundtrack!

Celebrating the great support of Crimzon Clover's players, we are proud to bring you the Arranged Soundtrack for Crimzon
Clover! This is a re-imagining of the original Crimzon Clover soundtrack by Locomalito's Gryzor87 (composer of arcade games

Hydorah and Maldita Castilla). Elements of classic shmup soundtracks mix with Crimzon Clover's signature sound to create a
new audio experience.

Contents of the AST include:

25 new audio tracks integrated in game, featuring re-imagined music for all menus, stages, and boss battles. Simply
enable the AST from the sound settings and enjoy new music while you play!

Composed to suit the action: all music has been painstakingly arranged to fit the action of the game perfectly and
provide a great play experience.

All tracks are also provided in CD-quality lossless audio, plus 10 unused bonus tracks! Headphones enthusiasts will
enjoy the best quality audio. Tracks will be downloaded to your Crimzon Clover Steam folder.
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Album art and track listing from Locomalito are included.

Long live the shmups!
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Title: Crimzon Clover WORLD IGNITION - Arranged Sound Track
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
YOTSUBANE, Adventure Planning Service
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 26 May, 2015
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Suprisingly good. I'm played every game of Sinister Stories and this one is my favourite. Probably the reason is awesome villain.
He somewhat reminds me Joker, but Sam is not Batman, he is just a journalist. Interriors are beautiful, puzzles are fun, music is
not anoying and acting is gorgeous. 10\/10.. I am having a lot of fun failing to make pretty pictures! At least I can enjoy other
peoples 'scapes haha. not good, just the creator not the game. An odd game. You basically look around the bathroom for stuff
and try to interact with everything before pooping.

Graphics are occasionally fuzzy, and occasionally violent.

It looks like they'll be adding far more endings soon. This game is definitely different.

Some of the hat options can't be selected, and others are question marks. I don't know if those are still being developed or if I
didn't unlock them.

I kinda liked the game, and I'm glad I tried something new and odd, but didn't expect it to be quite so creepy.

I didn't see any philosophy, or any of the poopy man's thoughts, and if my actions influenced whether he was happy or not, I
couldn't tell. Maybe that's coming later?

I also tried to clean the bathroom twice and didn't get the achievement. Maybe I missed something.

It also showed up as having an invalid digital signature, but Norton said it was low risk.. Wow. Just wow. Shortly, this is one of
the most brilliant and tactically challanging tower defence out there. Every tower can be evolved into many different directions
and there are way more tactics to try out than your average TD. Visuals and audio are also just fantastic. A real gem. 5\/5.
Roundabout does not end with to be continued when the bass hits. Disappointment!

But seriously, this is a HELL of a pack. Will take me a good long while to be proficient enough to play them songs decently,
haha.
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So played this game for alittle while, and I have to say its pretty fun. obviously this is early access so there are some bugs and
some features\/options that could do with a little reworking or better understanding, but there is a feedback option (which you
have to go in and play to see, not on main menu for some reason)

Pros-
-even tho early access its addicting and fun
-RNJesus lovers will love this game
-most things are randomly generated so you're not going to have the same experience twice

Cons-
-there is some pretty big bugs in the game at the moment that kinda ruins the experience a little bit but im assuming those fixes
will have high priority in patches (e.g currently the save system doesn't work)
-This game even tho (from what i can tell) is pretty simple there are some stuff that doesn't get explained to you so you are
kinda left scratching your head whether or not you've done something wrong or have missed something (you'll understand when
you see the doors on level 1 that cannot be opened until later on)

Overall-
Based off my experience thus far and considering how cheap the game is would recommend buying this game(perhaps wait until
the save bug is fixed if you don't fancy starting from level 1 everytime you wanna take a break or die)its fun, its random it has
its moments of intense action where every move you make is needed to be perfect.. you are a normal anime grill when suddenly
the skeltal army attacks and they destroy your house. thanks mr skeltal.. This route is rather fast, and part of the first
transcontinental railway. Its pretty detailed, but the throttle on the EMD SD70M doesn't work, which is a major bummer, the
SD70 is one of my favorite engines. I like the new horns on the EMD SD40-2 and the GE ES44AC. Also comes with a SW10
switcher that's pretty descent.

Pros: -New Horns.
  -Very fast and detailed.
  -Part of the first Transcon, and is easily able to be 2015, or 1950 and every time in between.
  -Updated Sounds. Awsome.
  -Inproved Big Boy 4-8-8-4.

Cons: -The double-stack cars aren't realistic
  -Some of the rocks are a little sketchy
  -Really boring for people with either no attention span, or aren't used to American trains.

Over all its a good rout for fans of the Union Pacific Railway. If there was a voting system, I would give it 7.5\/10. The Best
Tactical Game i EVER played!!!!. A decent game with old school graphics. Brought back some memories from Sonic and
MDK graphics.. Worth every tear I shed when I did my end
I Feel like martin lurther king jr. after his death knowing his effect on the world. Dont know use plays this but had to get it fun
little anime game. 1234 button combo system..small little gem :)
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